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 SILHOUETTE SINK
ACCESSORIES

9000.250 Large Wood Cutting Board

17-3/4 x 15-1/2 x 1-7/8"

9000.185 Small Wood Cutting Board

15-1/2 x 13 x 1-7/8"

8102.100 Colander

10-5/8 x 3-5/8 x 1-1/2"

8103.100 Large Colander

17 x 7-1/4 x 2-1/2"

8104.100 Shallow Web Mounted Colander

5-1/4 x 5-3/4 x 1-3/8"

8106.100 Web Cover

17 x 4-1/8 x 1-5/8"

7346.100 Rubbermaid® Utility Basket

14-1/4 x 12-1/2 x 5-1/2

8105.100 Deep Web Mounted Colander

5-1/4 x 5-3/4 x 1-3/8" Large cutting board designed for 
use on sink or countertop. Board has 
a cutout to pass waste through or for 
a specially designed colander 
(avail-able separately). Four rubber 
feet keep the board secure while 
cutting on sink, or these feet lift 
board over rim of sink when using on 
countertop so waste can be passed 
directly into disposer.
 *Designed for use on:  7183, 7196 
large bowl, 7179 large bowl, 7145 
both bowls, 7172, 7163 and 7000 
sinks.

  Board has a cutout to pass waste 
through or for a specially designed 
colander (available separately). Four 
rubber feet keep the board secure 
while cutting on sink, or these feet lift 
board over rim of sink when using on 
countertop so waste can be passed 
directly into disposer.
 Designed for use on:  7185 series 
island sink.

 Molded plastic colander fits in 
cutout of 9000.250 or 9000.185 
cutting board. Use to hold and rinse 
garnish cut on board.  Dishwasher 
safe, top shelf.
 Designed for use in:  9000.250 or 
9000.185 cutting board.

 Molded plastic colander fits in 
specially designed rim of kitchen 
sink.  Slides easily across sink for 
catching vegetables, rinsing fruit or 
straining pasta.  Dishwasher safe, 
top shelf.
 Designed for use on:  7183, 7196, 
7179, 7145, 7172, 7163 and 7000 
sinks.

 Molded plastic colander mounts 
on divider between double bowl 
sinks. Hang this colander on web to 
hold and rinse vegetables or to 
rinse and dry utensils. Adapter 
included for attachment when not 
using web cover.  Dishwasher safe, 
top shelf.
 Designed for use on:  7183, 7196, 
7179, 7145, 7163 and 7000 sinks.

 Molded plastic colander mounts on 
divider between double bowl sinks. 
This handy colander mounts right on 
web to hold and rinse garnish or store 
soap or scouring pads. Adapter 
included for attachment when not 
using web cover.  Dishwasher safe, 
top shelf.
 Designed for use on:  7183, 7196, 
7179, 7145, 7163 (not ADA model),  
and 7000 sinks. 

 Molded rubber, this cover is 
designed to fit over divider between 
double bowl sinks.  This will provide 
stable base for scrubbing pots and 
pans while keeping porcelain free 
from scratches.
 Designed for use with:  7183, 7179, 
7145, 7196, and 7163 sinks.

 Vinyl coated steel. This utility 
basket can be used for washing pots 
and dishes, defrosting meats, or to 
rinse fruits and vegetables.  Small 
posts in bottom of basket hold 
glasses securely while drying.
 Use with:  7183 and 7196 large 
bowl, 7145 either bowl, 7163, 7173, 
7103, 7172 and 7000  sinks.
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Bottom Sink Racks

7406.100 for use with 7145/7163 right hand bowl
7183 right hand bowl

7405.100 for use with 7145/7163 left hand bowl
7183 left hand bowl

7404.100 for use with 7172 Single bowl

Bottom Sink Racks conform to the bottom bowl dimensions of Silhouette 
sinks keeping the porcelain free from scratching.  Outlets in sink racks 
align with Silhouette's drain outlets allowing for waste and water to pass 
through. Sink racks available in White Heat (208) and Bone (021). 

7407.100 for use with 7179 left hand bowl
7196 left hand bowl

Silhouette™ Americast Kitchen Sink Accessories 
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